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Lake & Island biodiversity health proposals

Grey Heron on Island Willow, 16.4.08.
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Mute Swans on Lake, 31.5.08.
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INTRODUCTION
In considering BHC Lake & Island, also considered are areas upstream (smaller lake, north of main Lake,
referred to as the Fish Pond, and watershed north of Fish Pond: tree windbreak, marsh, meadow & athletics
track) and downstream (clough brook to east of Fish Pond below Pevensey Court flats, clough brook to west of
Fish Pond known as Fish Pond Clough Brook, and overflow pipe at south side of Lake); these are tributaries of
BHC Brook and the River Irk.

Aerial view of Lake & Island from north looking south, circa 1930.

Boathouse & Lake, circa 1950.

The Lake and its wooded Island cover 1.5 acres. The brick lined Lake, opened 1910, was designed principally
for pleasure boating. This activity ceased in the 1970s after repeated vandalism of the rowing boats. The
Boathouse has developed into a Café.
In the 1990s the Island became a Heronry with Herons nesting in the trees. Mallards, Canada Geese and
sometimes Swans nest on the Island ground. Coots, Moorhens & Grebes nest among Willows overhanging into
the water around the Island fringe. Tufted Ducks and Goosanders regularly visit the Lake.
During some recent summers toxic blue-green algae has been visible which can have an unpleasant musty
odour. Blue-green algae thrives in stagnant water containing high levels of nutrients. These pollutants are
contaminating waterbodies downstream.
MCC Lake Plan 18.2.08: “As it stands this water body is supporting only Canada geese minimal fish life and
has no biodiversity value or aesthetic appeal…” (Ref 1, p 11).
The facts refute this disparaging assessment: see e.g. Waterbirds Survey (Ref 4) and various photos above &
below.
The presently existing value (aesthetic / ecological) of the Lake & Island is fragile and could be easily
destroyed by ill-considered, unsympathetic management.
The Clough’s Local Nature Reserve status requires that this matter is given proper consideration. English
Nature 2004: “Local Nature Reserves should be… capable of being managed primarily for nature
conservation…” (Ref 20).
The bioremediation measures outlined below (proposals 1 - 15) will improve the biodiversity health
(conservation value) of the Lake & Island thereby increasing their aesthetic appeal.
Peter F. Milner, 16.6.2008: BHCCAT Lake & Island biodiversity health proposals
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Canada Geese & Coots among other birds on the Lake, 13.11.06.

PROPOSALS SUPPORTED
Proposal 1: Ecological surveys
Civic Trust Green Flag assessment 2007-8: “Recommendations… Consider carrying out habitat and species
surveys within the site as a baseline for what is there and to see if management is having a positive effect…”
(Ref 23, p 3).
Surveys have been and are being carried out (Refs 4, 9). Continue and deepen surveys to include underwater
fauna & flora (Ref 13, item 7.3) including e.g. survey suggestion below.
Aquascience 26.5.08: “…sustainable algal control strategies …a macro invertebrate survey is recommended as
a benchmark to measure future improvements in water quality and flag up deficiencies in the natural algal
control mechanisms. Algal analysis… helps to build an understanding of the seasonal changes in the algal
profile whilst shedding light on the underlying water quality problems” (Ref 16).
MCC should share information with local community e.g. BHCCAT would be grateful for copies of any
Environment Agency water quality reports etc.
Peter F. Milner, 16.6.2008: BHCCAT Lake & Island biodiversity health proposals
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Proposal 2: Cleanliness
MCC Lake Plan 18.2.08: “Litter Collection. Litter building up on the water body will if biodegradable begin to
break down overloading the water body with unwanted nutrients. If the litter is plastic the wildlife may get
tangled up in it… a sweep once every six months with a firm hook and net would be appropriate…” (Ref 1, p 3).
BHCCAT meeting 1.3.06: “Suggestion that promenade in front of Boathouse should be hosed down every
morning to wash away bird droppings so hygienic for customers sitting outside Café…” (Ref 12, item 5.6).
Sweep up bread thrown for birds (see proposal 3).
See also proposal 4 re safe disposal of discarded fishing tackle.

Proposal 3: Please do not feed the Lake birds campaign
MCC Lake Plan 18.2.08: “The local community… feed the geese with bread this… contributes to the high levels
of nutrients in the lake… Encourage public not to feed the geese… Interpretive information on site highlighting
the negative impact of feed wildfowl white bread… The high nutrient value of the bread accelerates the Angel
wing problem in geese. Small wildfowl cannot easily digest white bread and this sometimes blocks their
digestive system…” (Ref 1, pp 11, 13).

19.4.08. Bread dumped at Lakeside, same area as photo right.

9.6.07. Canada Geese at same Lakeside area as photo left.

Canada Geese (an invasive non-native species) outnumber all the other waterbirds put together (Ref 4). Their
overwhelming numbers inhibit the breeding of other waterbirds – Coots, Moorhens, Grebes, etc. Unlike native
waterbirds, Canada Geese graze any aquatic vegetation and various grasses around the Lake to extinction.
The root cause of the unnaturally large numbers of Canada Geese at the Lake is the regular feeding with bread
etc. They would probably relocate if this constantly replenished supply of instant food was no longer provided.
The waterbirds would then return to naturally sustainable numbers and balance of species.
Produce & disseminate notices & leaflets requesting Please do not feed the Lake birds with explanation – for
reasons of wildlife welfare / environmental health - best way to support birds is to give them healthy biodiverse
habitat which will provide appropriate food and nesting opportunities - link to other proposals 1 - 15. Thus
promote change of attitude / behaviour through greater appreciation of nature - community stewardship of
Lake. Worthwhile educational campaign appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve.
Peter F. Milner, 16.6.2008: BHCCAT Lake & Island biodiversity health proposals
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Proposal 4: Fishing code of conduct
On agreement with anglers confine fishing to Fish Pond enabling Lake to become wildlife reserve with perhaps
reintroduction of row boating at Lake’s east end (see proposal 10). Notices: Please do not fish in the Lake.
Meat-based fishing baits (ground baits) pollute water; ground baits often mixed with linseed oil etc which
produces oil film on water. Use least polluting baits.
Birds have been injured, some fatally, by fishing tackle in BHC (Ref 5). To avoid further injury to birds care
must be taken to ensure no waterbirds in vicinity when casting lines. Discarded hooks & lines must be removed
from site and disposed of safely.
These higher standard fishing practices need enforcing by water bailiffs.
Attendance at BHCCAT Executive Committee Open Meetings by representatives of angling groups using Fish
Pond would be advantageous.

Proposal 5: Lake bottom feeding fish removal
Lake bottom feeding fish eat any vegetation thus preventing aquatic plants establishing.
English Nature 1996: “Ponds heavily stocked with fish are often turbid with algal blooms and have few other
animals or submerged plants…” (Ref 18, p 17).
English Nature 1997: “Stocking with bottom-feeding fish (carp and bream) has led to eutrophication of several
lakes…” (Ref 19, p 20).
Aquascience 7.9.06: “…ammonia released from the thick sediment layer is contaminating the waters
downstream… silt... stirred up constantly by the resident large carp… is exacerbating the release of ammonia
and other nutrients from the sludge… Therefore recommend… Removal of the carp, and other bottom-feeding
species such as tench and bream (if present), from the lake. It is proposed to net out as many bottom-feeding
fish as possible, for transfer to the adjacent fishing lake if this were acceptable to the angling club and would
not cause overstocking of the fishery. This operation would need to be approved by the local Environment
Agency Fisheries Department, and might require a formal Section 30 application. Whether or not it would be a
formal requirement, we would recommend a fish health check to prevent the transfer of diseased fish to the
fishery...” (Ref 15, pp 1, 2).

Proposal 6: Water overflows adjustment
MCC Lake Plan 18.2.08: “There is… minimal through flow within the lake and adjacent fishing pond down to
the Boggart Hole Brook this… has lead to a lack of oxygen in the water bodies…” (Ref 1, pp 10-1).
To mitigate stagnation of Lake, adjust Fish Pond overflows to maximize through flow of water from Fish Pond
through Lake to BHC Brook. Stop up overflow into often flooded clough below Pevensey Court flats. Ensure
Fish Pond overflows primarily into Lake rather than into Fish Pond Clough: adjust so that Fish Pond’s 1st
(lowest) overflow is into Lake, and 2nd (highest) overflow is into Fish Pond Clough.
Peter F. Milner, 16.6.2008: BHCCAT Lake & Island biodiversity health proposals
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Proposal 7: Champagne chalk treatment of sediment
Aquascience 7.9.06: “The deep sludge layer needs to be stabilised and, if possible, reduced without resorting to
dredging [proposal 21]. One widely-used technique is the application of very fine-ground champagne chalk to
accelerate the microbial breakdown of the organic fraction in the sludge. This material is applied at the rate of
2.4 tonnes/hectare by boat, and two applications at six-month intervals are recommended…” (Ref 15, p 2).
This treatment was carried out by MCC in 2005 and perhaps does not need repeating.

Proposal 8.1: Barley straw treatment of blue-green algae
Aquascience 7.9.06: “…recommend… The installation of 48 custom-designed barley straw units (Aquabalance
units) in the lake, equivalent to a dose rate of 15 g/m2… The units float on the surface for the first few weeks,
then submerge so that only the floats along one long side are visible on the surface… barley straw suppresses
many types of green and blue-green algae through the release of natural algicides as the straw breaks down...
habitat for zooplankton, which take refuge in the barley straw during the day and disperse widely in the lake to
filter-feed on algae and bacteria at night…” (Ref 15, pp 2, 3).
English Nature 1996: “…This method superficially treats the symptoms, not the cause, and the long term
effects of the fungal toxin on other pond species is not known…” (Ref 18, p 11).
This treatment would allow reedbeds time to establish and become effective in filtration of the water (proposal
10). This method on its own however would need to be continued indefinitely. Proposal 8.2 preferred treatment
method of blue-green algae.

Proposal 8.2: Willow bark treatment of blue-green algae
Ponds Conservation Trust 2001: “The problem with this method [barley straw treatment] is that it is a ‘quick
fix’ - it doesn’t get rid of the underlying nutrient problem – so the pond may continue to have problems in the
long term. We have, for example, seen village ponds where barley straw was used successfully to get rid of
algae – but the next year the pond was covered in a sheet of duckweed instead !... rotting tree bark may be as
good as barley straw at getting rid of algae (tannins from bark may be the controlling chemical) – a good reason
for leaving fallen branches in the water. Willow is particularly effective…” (Ref 17).
Therefore plant more Willows in Lake environs for long-term, natural & sustainable treatment of blue-green
algae. See also proposal 14.

Proposal 9: Island natural woodland restoration
BHCCAT Island biodiversity 23.12.06: “…Minimal ground cover… Privet & Sycamore over abundant, require
thinning. Invasive Rhododendron requires removing. These measures will increase light through to ground
which will help growth of ground cover. Dry soil, perhaps due to artificial conical structure of Island causing
rain water to run off into Lake and not allowing water retention. Could excavate central pond or circular moatlike pond to irrigate Island to help growth of ground cover… Heron nests reused and enlarged year by year. 2 in
Privets collapsed under their own weight. 2 in top of Hawthorns still in place. Plant more Hawthorns to provide
future heron nesting sites. Carry out works suggested above incrementally over several years during autumns &
winters outside heron nesting season...” (Ref 9).
See also proposal 14.
Peter F. Milner, 16.6.2008: BHCCAT Lake & Island biodiversity health proposals
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Proposal 10.1: Lake wildlife habitat creation – reedbed islands
RSPB 19.11.07: “Reedbeds are a nationally scarce habitat… Many of the dependent species are now
consequently rare or threatened in the UK. Hence there is a need to increase the extent and quality of this
resource for biodiversity conservation. A resurgence of reedbed creation in the last decade, for the treatment of
effluents, is helping to offset the historical loss of this habitat…” (Ref 22).
Ecology Services 29.6.07: “The site Management Plan [Ref 2] outlines proposals to improve the Boating and
Fishing lakes in terms of biodiversity. BHCCAT together with site staff and the Greater Manchester
Biodiversity Officer have been drawing up plans and bids for a project that will progress these ideas. In
summary these entail, creating wildlife habitat at the western end of the Boating Lake and to allow pleasure row
boats in the other half of the lake” (Ref 14, p 21). This refers to project described below.
BHCCAT biodiversity programme 14.12.06: “…The aim of this project is to rejuvenate an ecologically failing
habitat – ‘ponds and lodges’ - in the Greater Manchester Biodiversity Action Plan (GMBAP)… To establish a
long-term management solution reedbeds will be installed to enable natural filtration of the water and increase
biodiversity. The reed beds will be enclosed with bird-proof mesh to enable the plants to establish. We aim to
install reed beds covering a total area of 4,155 square metres, which will make up 50% of the area to be
dedicated to wildlife… A base of revetment stone and clay will be used so that the reeds can root and spread in
this brick lined lodge, which is currently too deep for reeds to root...
…The reeds will comprise two large beds situated
in the widest portion of the lodge, and triangular
areas created by laying Island Willow trees and
planting the reeds into some broken down straw, to
make up a substrate level. The Willow will act as a
natural barrier to discourage Canada geese from
grazing on the reeds. Puddling clay and Willow will
also be used to create a physical barrier from the
middle of the island to the bank on each side
establishing a wildlife area where the boats are not
allowed… The location of the natural barriers will
also create a deterrent for the large numbers of
Canada geese that frequent the lake discouraging
them from using the site...
Species that will benefit from the project: Pipistrelle Bat (listed as a UK Priority Species in GMBAP), Reed
Bunting, Bittern (both Priority Species in UKBAP and red listed: species which have suffered 50% or greater
decline in numbers in the last 25 years), Bearded Tit, Marsh Harrier, Sedge Warbler, Reed Warbler, Water Rail,
Grey Heron, Moorhen, Coot, Mallard, Grebe, Tufted Duck, Starlings, Swallows, Emperor Dragonfly, Common
Toad, Common Frog, Diving Beetle, Water Beetle, Mud Snail, Smooth and Palmate Newts…” (Ref 6).
Greater Manchester Biodiversity Project 15.12.06: “…BHC Enrichment Programme. As coordinator for the
Greater Manchester Biodiversity Action Plan and lead partner for the GM Ponds and Lodges BAP, I write to
offer you my support… for the above project…” (Ref 7).
Greater Manchester Ecology Unit 18.12.06: “…the project… will improve the nature conservation value of the
site and will directly contribute to targets set out in the Greater Manchester Biodiversity Action Plan for the
ponds and lodges Habitat Action Plan. The Ecology Unit therefore supports this project...” (Ref 8).
Budget for above project exceeded grant available (Ref 6). Subsequently reed beds redesigned e.g. using less
clay and using recycled bricks (appropriate for brick-lined Lake) rather than more expensive (and less
appropriate) stone (Ref 6). However, to date, no further grant applied for.
Peter F. Milner, 16.6.2008: BHCCAT Lake & Island biodiversity health proposals
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Proposal 10.2: Lake wildlife habitat creation – vegetated edges
Aquascience 26.5.08: “Algal blooms… impoverish the aquatic ecosystem… The maintenance of good water
quality is governed by… 1. Reducing the availability of nutrients, particularly phosphate, by controlling inputs
and inhibiting nutrient recycling from the sediment layer; 2. Encouraging the establishment of aquatic plants
(macrophytes) to compete directly with algae for light and nutrients and provide a habitat for algal-grazing
invertebrates; 3. Sustaining high populations of Daphnia and other filter-feeding invertebrates by creating new
habitats, and taking steps to reduce fish predation… Bioremediation strategies include… The modification of
existing banks to permit marginal planting…” (Ref 16).
English Nature 1996: “Encouraging a varied mosaic of plants considerably increases the range of invertebrates
using a pond… Concentrations of nutrients can sometimes be reduced by using fast growing plants, especially
common reed, to mop up nutrients… Many marginal wetland plants are quite tolerant of nutrients…” (Ref 18,
pp 9,16).
English Nature 1997: “Edge habitats (ecotones) are often rich in wildlife, and the interface between water and
land is probably the richest of all. Their management is a key to sustaining biodiversity... The land surrounding
a pond is an important component of the habitat. Reduction in the area of quality of this ‘buffer’ zone is a
reason for ponds becoming less suitable to many animals, such as amphibians and dragonflies, that breed in
ponds but spend much of their adult life away from the water…” (Ref 19, pp 5, 25).
Ponds Conservation Trust 2001: “…marsh plants transform (denitrify) nitrates into nitrogen and oxygen gases
which disperse to the atmosphere… submerged plants will help to soak up nutrients…” (Ref 17).

Willows overhanging Island’s west edge, 26.4.08.

Reedbed edge among Willows at Leighton Moss
RSPB Nature Reserve, 8.5.08.

Lake’s inner (Island) and outer rims are hard edged with brick & stone providing no ecotone / transitional
habitat between water and dry land. Develop west half of Lake into biodiverse wildlife wetland habitat by
creating sloping vegetation beds along sections of Lake fringe. Sloped beds will create graduated zones for
variety of plants: bankside – drawdown / marginal / marsh – aquatic (submerged – floating – emergent: rooted
under water with foliage extending above water). Aquatic plants oxygenate the water and reduce algae through
competition for nutrients.
Proceed experimentally, incrementally. Create sloping bed, e.g. 10 x 10 feet, perhaps from west edge of Island
where several Willows overhang into Lake. Use recycled brick base overlaid with clay and silt. Slope bed from
1 foot above water level to 2 feet below. Plant bed with appropriate native species from local stock. Submerged
and floating-leaved plants e.g. curled pondweed, starwort, rigid hornwort, water crowfoot, broad-leaved
Peter F. Milner, 16.6.2008: BHCCAT Lake & Island biodiversity health proposals
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pondweed, yellow water lily. Emergent & marginal plants e.g. yellow flag iris, marsh woundwort, gipsywort,
purple loosestrife, great water dock, reeds, rushes, sedges. Protect with bird-proof netting or fencing until plants
established. Extend bed and/or create more beds depending upon whether construction & planting successful
over time.
Vegetated Lake edges could help deter Canada geese from settling or staying at the Lake. Vegetation could be
planted which is unpalatable to Canada geese and/or which reduces their feeling of safety (proposals 11, 12).
Also in so far as the plant beds extend into the Lake thus the open landing aspect for Canada geese will be
reduced (proposal 13).
Vegetated Lake edges should benefit variety of indigenous species of birds, bats, moths, butterflies,
damselflies, dragonflies, beetles, mussels, shrimps, snails, toads, frogs, newts, voles, etc.
In contrast to proposal 10.1 (big bang approach for reedbed islands etc) this proposal (10.2) introduces variety
of vegetation (although reeds should perhaps predominate) into Lake incrementally with no particular time
frame in mind except sooner start the better (Ref 6).
Proposals 10.1 and 10.2 have same goal: to transform west half of Lake into wildlife-rich wetland habitat.

Proposal 11: Planting which is unpalatable to Canada Geese
Natural England 11.10.07: “Reducing available foraging areas adjacent to water bodies by changing ground
cover. It may be possible to reduce or eliminate Canada geese damage to amenity areas by changing the ground
cover planting to species that are not palatable to the geese. Ground cover plants with tough leaves, such as ivy,
and many shrub species are not readily eaten by Canada geese and planting fringes of lakes with… unpalatable
ground cover may reduce the feeding opportunities to the point where the geese move elsewhere. Also,
allowing short grass to grow long or mowing alternative feeding areas can also be successful in moving geese
within a site and may even reduce geese numbers…” (Ref 21, p 7).
Other plants unpalatable to Canada Geese include Cocksfoot Grass & Yellow Flag Iris. Plant only indigenous
vegetation appropriate to region and site.

Proposal 12: Planting which reduces Canada Geese feeling of safety
Natural England 11.10.07: “…breaking up large grass areas with planting which restricts the bird’s view of the
water (and hence reduces its feeling of safety)… [has] proved effective in certain circumstances… allowing
short grass to grow long… can also be successful in moving geese within a site and may even reduce geese
numbers…” (Ref 21, p 7).
Canada Geese dislike dense, long grasses and reeds etc because they fear predators hiding in the vegetation.
This planting could also be unpalatable to Canada Geese. Plant only indigenous vegetation appropriate to
region and site.

Proposal 13: Planting which restricts Canada Geese flight
Natural England 11.10.07: “If Canada geese… feed in small areas flanked by hedges and trees, they prefer a
shallow climb out angle to aid their escape. Thus, the taller the surrounding vegetation relative to the size of the
field or other grazed area the less likely the geese are to use it…” (Ref 21, p 7).
A reason for planting more Willows in Lake environs (proposal 14).
The open landing aspect for Canada Geese on the Lake will be reduced in so far as vegetation beds extend into
the Lake (proposal 10).
Peter F. Milner, 16.6.2008: BHCCAT Lake & Island biodiversity health proposals
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Proposal 14: Willow planting
Survey 6.11.06 (Ref 9) found 19 mature Willows but only 2 immature Willows on the Island.
Willow species growing in Lake environs: Bay, Crack, Goat, Osier, and perhaps others.
Willows are particularly beneficial:
1. Where Willow branches overhang into water from Island edge they form floating nesting sites for Coots,
Moorhens & Grebes.
2. Where Willow branches overhang Island edge and touch moist soil shoots will readily root to form part of
vegetated Island edges (proposal 10.2).
3. Willows overhanging the Lake provide shade thus cooling the water and mitigating ‘high water
temperatures, lots of sunlight’ – factors contributing to production of blue-green algae (Ref 1, p 4).
4. Willow bark is useful for treating blue-green algae (proposal 8.2).
5. Wetter ground is Willows preferred location so suitable trees for restricting Canada Geese flight in Lake
environs (proposal 13).
6. Willow coppicing will produce shoots / stems / wands / withies for basketry etc.
Therefore plant more Willows on Island and around Lake. Propagate from Clough’s existing Willow stock.

Proposal 15: Canada Geese eggs management
Natural England 11.10.07: “Egg control (under a general licence). Treating the eggs of Canada geese to prevent
hatching… Eggs could be removed from nests once the clutch is complete… but there is a possibility that the
bird will simply lay a second clutch. To avoid this, eggs may be treated to prevent hatching or replaced with
dummy eggs so that the goose incubates the eggs as normal and then abandons the clutch when they fail to
hatch… Eggs may be coated with mineral oil… sold as liquid paraffin (BP) in chemists… these techniques
are… effective in preventing additional young birds being recruited to the population…” (Ref 21, pp 8, 9).
After repeatedly unsuccessful breeding Canada Geese will relocate to other waters. Repeat measures for as long
as Canada Geese continue to nest on Island (nesting season April – May). Remove old eggs because of vermin.
Some egg management techniques, e.g. pricking or boiling, considered unacceptable.
Eggs management has the advantage over other Canada Geese control methods (proposals 3, 11, 12, 13, 16, 18,
19), with the exception of culling (proposal 20), of affecting only Canada Geese and no other bird species.
BHCCAT meeting 28.4.04: “DEFRA (Department of the Environment…) granted repeat licence 19.4.04 to
reduce Canada geese population by preventing eggs from hatching: conservation risk to other aquatic birds
caused by their monopolization of lake; public health and safety risk caused by their droppings on lake
promenade. Gary and Peter 24.4.04 oiled 147 eggs on the island.” (Ref 10, item 6.4).
BHCCAT also carried out above procedure during previous year – 2003. In 2005 procedure discontinued
through lack of support from MCC although it is proposed in MCC Lake Plan 18.2.08 (Ref 1, p 12).
Peter F. Milner, 16.6.2008: BHCCAT Lake & Island biodiversity health proposals
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PROPOSALS OPPOSED
Proposal 16: Fencing around Island
MCC Lake Plan 18.2.08: “Geese Management… To encourage the population to relocate the island is to be
fence of with chicken wire to limit access for the Canada geese making them feel unsafe in their environment,
whilst at the same time leaving small openings for small ducks...” (Ref 1, p 12).
Natural England 11.10.07: “Fences have … been successfully used to exclude Canada geese from breeding and
roosting sites… A gap at the bottom of the fence of about 8cm will allow smaller waterfowl access to the land.
However, any fencing will also deter other geese and mute swans…” (Ref 21, p 7).
Usually ‘other geese and mute swans’ are resident at the Lake (Ref 4).
Fencing off the Island does not address the root cause of the Canada Geese problem (proposal 3). Fencing is a
quick-fix solution likely to do more harm than good. It would restrict indiscriminately the movement of all
birds and animals on the Island. Installing a fence would probably damage the Island’s Willows overhanging
into the water which provide floating nesting sites for Coots, Moorhens & Grebes. Fencing therefore is likely to
damage the existing biodiversity of the Lake & Island. It would also diminish the Island’s aesthetic appeal.
If fencing goes ahead, to mitigate its harmful effects, several wildlife safeguarding measures should be taken:
1. Sheep netting (posts 6 feet apart, wire 3 feet high) preferable to chicken wire or willow fencing. The latter
would be most visible type of fencing and would obstruct view of Island to greater extent than sheep netting
or chicken wire. Sheep netting more flexible than willow fencing for positioning around Island edge
Willows.
2. Ensure there is a ‘gap at the bottom of the fence of about 8cm’ for ‘smaller waterfowl’ (see above, Ref 21)
and not just ‘small openings for small ducks’ (see above, Ref 1).
3. Swans sometimes nest at the northwest side of the Island (Ref 4). Any fencing should be positioned around
this area creating a Swan nesting inlet / small Swannery.
4. To compensate for habitat disturbance by fence installation, anchor 2 or 3 floating rafts to Island edge,
perhaps made out of woven willow stems, as nesting platforms for Coots, Grebes & Moorhens.
5. The Island’s Willows overhanging into the water, which provide floating nesting sites for Coots, Moorhens
& Grebes, should be carefully fenced around and left undisturbed in situ. Should they be damaged by
installation of fencing then:
5.1 Increase number of anchored floating rafts (see item 4) according to number of nesting sites damaged.
5.2 For each Willow damaged plant another Willow.
Peter F. Milner, 16.6.2008: BHCCAT Lake & Island biodiversity health proposals
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Proposal 17: Fencing around Lake
MCC Lakeside regeneration 2.7.07: “Installation of perimeter fencing around the lake…” (Ref 3).
This proposal is to extend existing railings which are set back about 12-15 feet from the Lake edge. These
existing railings serve no discernible useful purpose and require lot of maintenance. Remove these railings (Ref
13, item 5.8).

Proposal 18: Fencing open areas around Lake
MCC Lake Plan 18.2.08: “Geese Management… Nesting on open Space surrounding the lake… Fence of
section of open space, limiting the view for the geese… use a low level willow weave fence… It is known that
the Canada Geese are most comfortable in areas with clear open site lines and easy access to grazing area…”
(Ref 1, pp 12, 13).
To date Canada Geese have only nested on the Island so this proposal is premature.
Re using fencing for ‘limiting the view’ and limiting ‘easy access to grazing area’ - this likely to end up with
hotch potch of sections of fencing, eyesores disfiguring the landscape.
Planting to reduce Canada Geese feeling of safety (proposal 12) preferable method of achieving similar goals.
Within the Park, fencing (unless to protect plants establishing) is unnecessary obstruction between wildlife
species and between people & wildlife. Railings, more permanent & sturdy than fencing, are necessary for
people’s safety e.g. on footbridges.

Proposal 19: Lake buoys or floating ropes installation
MCC Lake Plan 18.2.08: “Geese Management… Reduce Open Landing Aspect. Install buoys or floating ropes
which will discourage geese from landing… The smaller wildfowl will go over or under the ropes they do not
have the same need for space… They location need to be moved on a fortnightly basis. The geese will adapt is
they stay in the same place… They prefer to land on clear open water with maximum visibility… A rope will
also be placed in a semicircle on top of the water at the boating ramp the geese’s main access point, it is hoped
this will limit there ability to get in to the lake…” (Ref 1, pp 12, 13).
This proposal is not recommended or even mentioned in Natural England’s 11.10.07 management of Canada
Geese guide to best practice (Ref 21).
These measures do not target Canada Geese but target all birds indiscriminately, especially larger birds e.g.
Swans. Buoys or ropes would also be unsightly.
Reedbeds in so far as they extend into the Lake would reduce the open landing aspect for Canada Geese whilst
having major wildlife benefits (proposal 10). See also proposal 13.
Peter F. Milner, 16.6.2008: BHCCAT Lake & Island biodiversity health proposals
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Proposal 20: Canada Geese cull
Natural England 11.10.07: “Round-up and cull of adults during the moult (under a general licence). The
quickest way to achieve a large scale reduction in the number of Canada geese at a site is by the culling of fully
grown birds. The effect is immediate and, if the birds can be captured during the moult, most, or all, of a
population can be removed. The principal disadvantage of this technique is that it often meets with a strong
adverse reaction from the public… Culling the adult population at a site may simply allow non-breeding adults
from nearby waters to move in to vacated breeding territories… necessitating repeat culls over a number of
years… (Ref 21, pp 9, 4, 11).
Culling does not address the root cause of the problem (proposal 3).

Proposal 21: Dredging
Aquascience 7.9.06: “…The problems of silt accumulation and surplus nutrients could be addressed in the short
term by a major investment to dredge the lakes, but the underlying causes of nutrient enrichment and algal
dominance would remain and after a few years, the improvement in amenity and wildlife value might be
negligible. The purpose of this proposal is to recommend low-impact bioremediation measures as an alternative
to dredging, to substantially improve water quality and increase aquatic biodiversity while reducing algal
dominance…” (Ref 15, p 1).
Aquascience’s recommended measures: see proposals 1, 5, 7, 8.1, 10.2, 22.

Proposal 22: Floating islands installation
Aquascience 7.9.06: “Floating reed beds offer a quick and attractive means to restore marginal vegetation to
heavily-grazed lake margins, and the root curtain beneath the rafts forms an ideal habitat for zooplankton and
other aquatic invertebrates. In addition, compounds released from the root zone help to stabilise the sediment
layer and settle out algal particles. We propose to re-introduce marginal vegetation around 48m of the island
shoreline by tethering floating reed beds in four blocks, each 12m long x 1.4m wide… These would be planted
with 4-6 deep-rooting, grazing-resistant native marginal plant species such as Reed Canary Grass, Cyperus
Sedge and Purple Loosestrife. All reed beds would be fully enclosed with bird-proof mesh for the first season to
encourage plant establishment… remove fallen and overhanging branches and other large debris from the lake,
to permit the installation… Habitat Rowing Boat Barrier. The introduction of a liner vegetation strip from the
shoreline to the island limiting human activity within the designated wildlife area. By tethering floating reed
beds in four blocks…” (Ref 15, pp 3, 4).
Floating structures flimsy, temporary, unstable, unmanageable, unsustainable. This option was largely rejected
by BHCCAT & MCC in 2006 in favour of permanent, stable reedbeds (proposal 10.1). Also, the removal of
Island’s overhanging Willows would be destructive of existing waterbirds’ floating nesting sites.
Peter F. Milner, 16.6.2008: BHCCAT Lake & Island biodiversity health proposals
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Proposal 23: Mechanical aeration pumps
MCC Lake Plan 18.2.08: “Deoxygenation…Place an aeration pump into the water body... There is… minimal
through flow within the lake and adjacent fishing pond down to the Boggart Hole Brook this alongside the silt
build up has lead to a lack of oxygen in the water bodies having resulted in pumps having being brought in
more than to pump oxygen into the water…” (Ref 1, pp 6, 10, 11).
This proposal adds noise & visual pollution to any existing biological / chemical pollution. In 2004 mechanical
aeration pumps by stirring up silt were considered to have caused death of 5 signets (Ref 11, item 10.3).
Aquatic plants will ‘pump oxygen into the water’ (proposal 10).
Re ‘through flow’ see proposal 6.
Re ‘silt build up’ see proposals 7, 21.

Proposal 24: Indefinite postponement of planting vegetation in Lake
MCC Lake Plan 18.2.08: “Habitat Introduction. In year 2-3 of the geese management program and assessment
will be undertaken on the quality of the lake and its ability to support vegetation. This will be dependant of the
reduction of the Geese population and the installation of protective mechanisms enabling the vegetation to
establish. There are a number of methods which could be used to achieve this, all options will be assessed at
the time for suitability…” (Ref 1, p 14).
Planting vegetation in the Lake will filter, denitrify & oxygenate the water and enrich biodiversity (proposal
10). The proposed indefinite postponement of planting vegetation in the Lake is surely misguided. There is no
good reason for delay in undertaking this essential bioremediation measure.
Re the Lake’s ‘ability to support vegetation’ see proposal 10.2.

CONCLUSION
Regarding the 24 proposals above.
Proposals 16 - 24 are opposed because they generally treat only symptoms of problems (and avoid treating
causes) and are likely to diminish biodiversity thereby diminishing aesthetic appeal.
Proposals 1 - 15 are supported because they begin to treat causes of problems and by increasing biodiversity
thereby increase aesthetic appeal.
Proposals 1 - 15 outline a coherent, integrated management plan.
This is a discussion paper, it is not set in stone.
BHCCAT looks forward to continuing partnership with MCC to research, develop, finance & implement the
best possible plan for remediating the biodiversity health of the Lake & Island.
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